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 ŻĄDZA : PRESENTATION

Faithful to the inventiveness of both past and present 
jazz, Żądza trio's formula, enriches the colour with 

percussion, the texture with electronic effects creating 
an I atmosphere worthy of soundtracks of road movies 
where a disturbing element can appear at any moment to 
deliciously bounce the musical discourse around. 

A real treat! We recognize here the singular touch of his 
composer, Nicolas Granelet, who also wrote for the 
cinema. 

His finely chiselled compositions highlight the 
expressiveness of the instruments and those that make 
them vibrate.  

This trio seems to be multiplied between the different 

keyboards, the effects of the double bass and the 
magnificent palette of African percussion used by Alban 
Guyonnet. For alternative rock electrics, they are well 

served by the powerful and charismatic double bass of 
Dominique Bénété. 

Both lyrical and explosive, Żądza (pronounced Jandza, 
Polish, desire, quest) mishandles the stylistic anchorsby 

putting them to the benefit of the sound illustration.  

The trio tells a story, suggests images through long 
woven compositions of writing, improvisation and 

various materials. Żądza bears witness to a wide variety 
of influences, from acoustic colors to chamber music to 
mid-tribal, mid-indus grooves.

« "Romantic flights, hypnotic looping, rock energy, 
electronic textures, the trio collectively develops a 

music that frees itself from genres". 

 "La Terrasse" newspaper - Vincent Bessières 
 

Journal « La Terrasse » - Vincent Bessières

« Żądza explores new facets of a modern and 
creative jazz, not necessarily respectful of the 

dogma but terribly exciting»

Polar, Jazz, Blues 



ŻĄDZA« MOMENTUM »: 
THE ALBUM:

1 The Change 10’37  

2 On The Rope 5’43  

3 Momentum part I 10’40  

4 Momentum Part II 3’50  

5 M Song 8’24  

6 Humans 4’43 

 Total Time 42’37  

Ref: The Maxiphone Collective 2016-MAXI009 / 1 
Sound Recording / Mixing: David Mascunan - MasterMix Labs 
Ditribution: Absilone Technologies / SOCADISC 

Streaming Link: https://soundcloud.com/le-maxiphone-collectif/sets/zadza-momentum/s-R60h8 

Trailer Live: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=97LWqVzVwLg 

Promo Clip:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZamoqGxFDI

Released on September 1st, 2107

« Flamboyant and bewitching, this album is a must 
for lovers of timeless jazz and borders. » 

Juke Box - Yannick Le Garrec

https://soundcloud.com/le-maxiphone-collectif
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=97LWqVzVwLg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZamoqGxFDI
https://soundcloud.com/le-maxiphone-collectif
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=97LWqVzVwLg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZamoqGxFDI


His desire to explore pushes him later to integrate the 
conservatoire of music to follow a classical curriculum 
where he discovers and impregnates notably the 
music of Beethoven, Bartok, Debussy, Ligetti, to name 
only the most influential. During this period, he 
composed many pieces for solo piano and small 
chamber music ensembles.  

This trip leads him to jazz and improvised music where 
he discovers new musical and artistic horizons. He will 
train the GAB trio (jazz) and will be the pianist for 
various jazz formations (from duo to big band). 
Passionate about music / image relations, he will 
return as composer and pianist for the Acrylic Painting 
Orchestra, Sextet with painter performer (Reg Alcorn), 
create Origins Group (Piano, African percussions and 
Cristal Baschet) and will sign several short musicals 
soundtracks. 

Always in a desire to decompartmentalize styles and 
asserting himself in a "progressive" movement, he is 
currently a composer, pianist and carrier of several 
projects: Mental Medication (Quintet), ZadZa (Trio), C-
LY (Duo).  

On the other hand, he continues to compose for 
chamber music ensembles among others "The Garden 
of Delights" - String Quartet created by the Byron 
Quartet, "Unstable" - Saxophone Quartet, Vortex - 
Double Bass solo, Urban Suite - Solo piano. He holds 
the state diploma in classical piano (CESMD de 
Poitiers) and the diploma of music therapist 
(International Center for Music Therapy in Paris). 

Nicolas Granelet 

Composer and pianist, very attached to the fusion of the musical 

styles and inspired by the atypical instrumentations, he begins to 

forge his musical universe during his teens by forming groups in 

his garage or by integrating other existing ones: Passage (rock 

prog), Sugar Mama (reggae), Funkill (jazz funk), Galaxy Express, 

(rock electro), Aryos (Black metal), Scories (new wave), The 

Numismatists (Song) ...

ŻĄDZA : LINE-UP



Passionate about improvisation, his multiple meetings 

allow him to work this last in all its forms with artists 

such as Alain Kremski, Laurent Dehors, François Rossé, 

Ravi Prasad, Alain Bruel ..., the accompaniment of the 

dance and the meaning of phrasing with Diewourou 

Sissoko, Mamady Keita, Famoudou Konate, Mamady 

Traore, Madou Diakite for the djembe and the dununs, 

and Abdoulaye Dembele, Mory Kouyate, Bakary 

Kouyate for the balafon. 

Finally, he followed a classical training at CRD de Brive 

where he obtained first prize for percussion, is 

passionate about transmission and now holds the 

positions of professor of percussion at CRD de Tulle 

and Mandingues percussion at CRD de Brive - la-

Gaillarde, he is the holder of the DE of Traditional Music 

specialty "Mandingues percussion".

Alban Guyonnet 

Passionate about percussion Mandingues Alban makes 

regular trips to Africa, Senegal, Guinea, Mali where he 

perfected himself in learning djembe, dununs and balafon. 

In 2000, he created KAKOULIMA, a traditional Mandingo 

music group of which he will be one of the arranger 

soloists for 6 years and who will share the stage with 

artists such as GUEM, Dobet Gnahore ...  

He also created in 2009 with the painter performer Reg 

Alcorn "the ACRILIC PAINTING ORCHESTRA", a set 

whose particularity and reflection are based on live music-

painting relationship.  

He is now a percussionist in the group Mental Medication, 

the trio Zadza, the trio of Alain Bruel and shares the scene 

in a punctual way with François Kokelaere, Julien Soro and 

Tarik Chaouach ("the dance of the atoms »). 



Dominique Bénété 

He began the bass guitar as an autodidact and plays 

indifferent formations (rock, jazz rock, variety, fusion ......). 

At the same time, he undertook bass studies at LIMOGES 

'CNR and obtained a gold medal followed by a DE and a 

double bass teacher's diploma and then taught double 

bass and bass guitar at the BRIVE & TULLE ENMS. 

Dominique holds the position of double bass for the Grand 

Théâtre de Limoges and the Limousin Regional Symphony 

Orchestra for several years. He participated in many 

formations of different styles (Urria with Benat ACHIARY 

and Michel DONEDA, jazz with Pierre GIROT and J.Claude 

FORENBACH among others ... Tango with Albert HAMANN 

trio quintet and quartet).  

He created in 2001, with Bernat Combi, a double bass duo 

and singing in Occitan and also occurs in various 

formations: jazz trio (D. Gauthier, F.Lapeyre) trio Latino / 

jazz (vocals, percussion, bass / guit.basse). Tango Quintet 

(azanca 5tet). Solo contrabass (improvisation & improvised 

dance). 



  IN THE PRESS…

... These three artists live, vibrate and feel their music 

and play it in perfect osmosis and this one, palpable, is 

natural to our open ears. Flamboyant and captivating, 

this album is a must for lovers of timeless jazz and 

borders. Juke box N ° 13 - Yannick Le Garrec 

… Mientras tanto, podemos disfrutar of a disco that 

conjugated the adventurado and fascinating por partes 

iguales. Descomunal! Impronta of Jazz - Miguel 

Almada (Argentina)  

… A treat.  Polar, Jazz, & Blues

… and on the other hand thanks to an 

effective sense of narration, over long spells 

spurred by a relevant use of electronics. 

Jazz Magazine - Pascal Rozat 

… Wings romantic, hypnotic looping, rock 

energy, electronic textures, the trio 

collectively develops a music that frees 

itself from genres to build its own universe, 

in which materials and melodies intertwine 

in the service of a global, dark and heady 

sound. A two-z name like jazz that gives 

them the freedom to write their own story. 

"La Terrasse" newspaper - Vincent Bessières 




